PLUMBING DIAGRAM OF MILES VAN CAMPER
1/2” Pex (cold water)

Note: non-pressurized/non-pumped
gravity lines have arrow symbols
showing their direction of flow.

1/2” Pex (hot water)
1/2” braided nylon tubing
3/4” flexible drain hose

(http://bit.ly/milesvancamper)
Note: I am not a plumber. This is only an illustration
of what I did with my van. Use at your own risk!
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NOTE: I AM NOT AN ELECTRICIAN. THIS IS ONLY AN ILLUSTRATION OF
WHAT I DID WITH MY VAN. USE AT YOUR OWN RISK!
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Note: this space between the grey tank and van body is actually only a few inches
“tall” I have expanded the cavity shown in this illustration to make space for the two
plumbing lines that connect to the top of the grey tank. In reality they are adjacent
to each other at the same “height”
30 gallon grey water tank (underneath van)

3” grey tank drain
Valterra T50 valve

